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Stanford California 94305

Abstract
This paper reviews the literatureon organizationallearning. Organizational
learning is viewed as routine-based,history-dependent,and target-oriented.
Organizationsare seen as learning by encoding inferences from history into
routines that guide behavior. Within this perspectiveon organizationallearning, topics covered include how organizationslearn from direct experience,
how organizationslearnfrom the experienceof others, and how organizations
develop conceptualframeworksor paradigmsfor interpretingthatexperience.
The section on organizationalmemory discusses how organizationsencode,
store, and retrievethe lessons of history despite the turnoverof personneland
the passage of time. Organizationallearning is furthercomplicated by the
ecological structureof the simultaneouslyadaptingbehavior of other organizations, and by an endogenously changing environment.The final section
discusses the limitationsas well as the possibilities of organizationallearning
as a form of intelligence.

INTRODUCTION
Theories of organizationallearning can be distinguished from theories of
analysis and choice which emphasize anticipatorycalculation and intention
(Machina 1987), from theories of conflict and bargainingwhich emphasize
strategic action, power, and exchange (Pfeffer 1981), and from theories of
variationand selection which emphasizedifferentialbirthand survivalratesof
invariantforms (Hannan& Freeman 1977). Although the actual behavioral
processes and mechanisms of learning are sufficiently intertwined with
choice, bargaining, and selection to make such theoreticaldistinctionsartificial at times, ideas aboutorganizationallearningare distinctfrom, and framed
by, ideas about the other processes (Grandori1987, Scott 1987).
319
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Our interpretationof organizational learning builds on three classical
observationsdrawnfrom behavioralstudies of organizations.The first is that
behaviorin an organizationis based on routines(Cyert& March 1963, Nelson
& Winter 1982). Action stems from a logic of appropriatenessor legitimacy
more than from a logic of consequentialityor intention. It involves matching
proceduresto situations more than it does calculating choices. The second
observation is that organizationalactions are history-dependent(Lindblom
1959, Steinbruner1974). Routines are based on interpretationsof the past
more than anticipationsof the future. They adaptto experience incrementally
in response to feedback about outcomes. The third observationis that organizations are oriented to targets (Simon 1955, Siegel 1957). Their behavior
depends on the relation between the outcomes they observe and the aspirations they have for those outcomes. Sharperdistinctions are made between
success and failure than among gradationsof either.
Within such a framework,organizationsare seen as learningby encoding
inferences from history into routines that guide behavior. The generic term
"routines"includes the forms, rules, procedures,conventions, strategies, and
technologies aroundwhich organizationsare constructedand throughwhich
they operate. It also includes the structureof beliefs, frameworks,paradigms,
codes, cultures, and knowledge that buttress, elaborate, and contradictthe
formal routines. Routines are independentof the individual actors who execute them and are capable of surviving considerableturnoverin individual
actors.
The experientiallessons of history are capturedby routines in a way that
makes the lessons, but not the history, accessible to organizationsand organizationalmemberswho have not themselves experiencedthe history. Routines
are transmittedthrough socialization, education, imitation, professionalization, personnelmovement, mergers, and acquisitions. They are recordedin a
collective memory that is often coherentbut is sometimesjumbled, that often
enduresbut is sometimes lost. They change as a result of experience within a
community of other learning organizations. These changes depend on interpretationsof history, particularlyon the evaluationof outcomes in terms of
targets.
In the remainder of the present paper we examine such processes of
organizationallearning. The perspective is narrowerthan that used by some
(Starbuck 1976, Hedberg 1981, Fiol & Lyles 1985) and differs conceptually
from that used by others. In particular,both the emphasis on routinesand the
emphasis on ecologies of learning distinguish the present formulationfrom
treatmentsthat deal primarilywith individuallearningwithin single organizations (March & Olsen 1975, Argyris & Schdn 1978) and place this paper
closer to the traditions of behavioral theories of organizational decisionmaking (Winter 1986, House & Singh 1987), and to populationlevel theories
of organizationalchange (Carroll 1984, Astley 1985).
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LEARNING FROM DIRECT EXPERIENCE
Routines and beliefs change in response to direct organizationalexperience
throughtwo major mechanisms. The first is trial-and-errorexperimentation.
The likelihood that a routine will be used is increased when it is associated
with success in meeting a target, decreasedwhen it is associatedwith failure
(Cyert & March 1963). The underlyingprocess by which this occurs is left
largely unspecified. The second mechanism is organizational search. An
organizationdraws from a pool of alternativeroutines, adopting better ones
when they are discovered. Since the rateof discovery is a functionboth of the
richness of the pool and of the intensityand directionof search, it dependson
the history of success and failure of the organization(Radner 1975).

Learning by Doing
The purestexample of learningfrom direct experience is found in the effects
of cumulatedproductionand user experience on productivityin manufacturing (Dutton et al 1984). Research on aircraftproduction, first in the 1930s
(Wright 1936) and subsequentlyduringWorldWarII (Asher 1956), indicated
that direct labor costs in producing airframesdeclined with the cumulated
numberof airframesproduced.If Ci is the directlaborcost of the ith airframe
produced, and a is a constant, then the empiricalresults are approximatedby:
Cn = Cin-a. This equation, similar in spirit and form to learning curves in
individuals and animals, has been shown to fit productioncosts (in constant
dollars) reasonablywell in a relatively large numberof products, firms, and
nations (Yelle 1979). Much of the early research involved only simple
graphicaltechniques, but more elaborateanalyses have largely confirmedthe
originalresults (Rapping 1965). Estimatesof the learningrate, however, vary
substantiallyacross industries,products,and time (Dutton& Thomas 1984).
Empiricalplots of experience curves have been buttressedby threekinds of
analyticalelaborations.First, there have been attemptsto decompose experience curves into several intercorrelatedcauses and to assess their separate
contributionsto the observed improvementsin manufacturingcosts. Although
it has been arguedthat importantelements of the improvementscome through
feedback from customers who use the products, particularlywhere those
productsare complex (Rosenberg 1982), most of the researchon experience
curves has emphasizedthe direct effects of cumulativeexperienceon production skills. Most studies indicatethatthe effects due to cumulativeproduction
are greater than those due to changes in the current scale of production,
transformationof the technology, increases in the experience of individual
productionworkers, or the passage of time (Preston& Keachie 1964, Hollander 1965, Argote et al 1987); but there is evidence that the latter effects are
also involved (Dutton & Thomas 1984, 1985). Second, there have been
attempts to use experience curves as a basis for pricing strategies. These
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efforts have led to some well-publicized successes but also to some failures
attributableto an inadequatespecificationof the basic model, particularlyas it
relates to the sharingof experience across organizations(Day & Montgomery
1983, Dutton & Freedman 1985). Third, there have been attemptsto define
models that not only predict the general log-linear result but also accommodate some of the small but theoreticallyinterestingdeparturesfrom that curve
(Muth 1986). These efforts are, for the most part, variations on themes of
trial-and-errorlearning or organizationalsearch.

CompetencyTraps
learning
In simple discussions of experientiallearningbased on trial-and-error
or organizationalsearch, organizationsare described as gradually adopting
those routines, procedures,or strategiesthat lead to favorableoutcomes; but
the routines themselves are treatedas fixed. In fact, of course, routines are
transformedat the same time as the organizationlearns which of them to
pursue, and discriminationamong alternativeroutines is affected by their
transformations(March 1981, Burgelman 1988).
The dynamics are exemplified by cases in which each routine is itself a
collection of routines, and learning takes place at several nested levels. In
such multilevel learning, organizations learn simultaneously both to discriminateamong routines and to refine the routinesby learningwithin them.
A familiar contemporaryexample is the way in which organizationslearn to
use some software systems rather than others and simultaneously learn to
refine their skills on the systems that they use. As a result of such learning,
efficiency with any particularprocedureincreaseswith use, and differences in
success with different proceduresreflect not only differences in the performance potentials of the proceduresbut also an organization'scurrentcompetences with them.
Multilevel learning typically leads to specialization. By improving competencies within frequentlyused procedures, it increases the frequency with
which those proceduresresult in successful outcomes and thereby increases
their use. Provided this process leads the organizationboth to improve the
efficiency and to increase the use of the procedurewith the highest potential,
specializationis advantageous.However, a competency trapcan occur when
favorable performancewith an inferior procedure leads an organization to
accumulatemore experience with it, thus keeping experience with a superior
procedureinadequateto make it rewardingto use. Such trapsare well-known
both in their new technology version (Cooper & Schendel 1976) and in their
new proceduresversion (Zucker 1977).
Competencytraps are particularlylikely to lead to maladaptivespecialization if newer routines are better than older ones. One case is the sequential
exposure to new proceduresin a developing technology (Barley 1988). Later
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proceduresare improvements, but learning organizationshave problems in
overcoming the competences they have developed with earlierones (Whetten
1987). The likelihood of such persistencein inferiorproceduresis sensitive to
the magnitudeof the differencebetween the potentialsof the alternatives.The
status quo is unlikely to be stable if the differences in potential between
existing routines and new ones are substantial (Stinchcombe 1986). The
likelihood of falling into a competency trapis also sensitive to learningrates.
Fast learning among alternativeroutines tends to increase the risks of maladaptive specialization, while fast learning within a new routine tends to
decrease the risks (Herriottet al 1985).
The broadersocial and evolutionaryimplicationsof competency traps are
considerable. In effect, learning produces increasing returns to experience
(thus typically to scale) and leads an organization, industry, or society to
persist in using a set of procedures or technologies that may be far from
optimal (Arthur 1984). Familiar examples are the standardtypewriterkeyboard and the use of the internalcombustiongasoline engine to power motor
vehicles. Since they convert almost chance actionsbased on small differences
into stable arrangements,competency traps result in organizationalhistories
for which broad functional or efficiency explanationsare often inadequate.

INTERPRETATIONOF EXPERIENCE
The lessons of experience are drawn from a relatively small number of
observationsin a complex, changingecology of learningorganizations.What
has happenedis not always obvious, and the causality of events is difficult to
untangle. What an organization should expect to achieve, and thus the
difference between success and failure, is not always clear. Nevertheless,
people in organizationsform interpretationsof events and come to classify
outcomes as good or bad (Thompson 1967).
Certainpropertiesof this interpretationof experience stem from featuresof
individual inference and judgment. As has frequently been observed, individual human beings are not perfect statisticians(Kahnemanet al 1982).
They make systematic errorsin recordingthe events of history and in making
inferencesfrom them. They overestimatethe probabilityof events that actually occur and of events that are available to attentionbecause of their recency
or saliency. They are insensitive to sample size. They tend to overattribute
events to the intentional actions of individuals. They use simple linear and
functionalrules, associate causality with spatial and temporalcontiguity, and
assume that big effects must have big causes. These attributesof individuals
as historiansare importantto the presenttopic because they lead to systematic
biases in interpretation,but they are reviewed in severalpreviouspublications
(Slovic et al 1977, Einhorn& Hogarth 1986, Starbuck& Milliken 1988) and
are not discussed here.
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Stories, Paradigms, and Frames
Organizations devote considerable energy to developing collective understandingsof history. These interpretationsof experience depend on the
frames within which events are comprehended(Daft & Weick 1984). They
are translated into, and developed through, story lines that come to be
broadly, but not universally, shared (Clark 1972, Martin et al 1985). This
structureof meaning is normally suppressed as a conscious concern, but
learningoccurs within it. As a result, some of the more powerful phenomena
in organizationalchange surroundthe transformationof givens, the redefinition of events, alternatives, and concepts through consciousness raising,
culture building, double-loop learning, or paradigmshifts (Argyris & Schdn
1978, Brown 1978, Beyer 1981).
It is imaginable that organizations will come to discard ineffective interpretiveframes in the very long run, but the difficulties in using history to
discriminateintelligently among alternativeparadigmsare profound. Where
thereare multiple, hierarchicallyarrangedlevels of simultaneouslearning, the
interactionsamong them are complex, and it is difficult to evaluate higher
order alternativeson the basis of experience. Alternativeframes are flexible
enough to allow change in operationalroutines without affecting organizational mythology (Meyer & Rowan 1977, Krieger 1979), and organizational
participantscollude in supportof interpretationsthatsustainthe myths (Tirole
1986). As a result, stories, paradigms,and beliefs are conservedin the face of
considerable potential disconfirmation(Sproull 1981); and what is learned
appears to be influenced less by history than by the frames applied to that
history (Fischoff 1975, Pettigrew 1985).
Although frameworksfor interpretingexperience within organizationsare
generally resistantto experience-indeed, may enact that experience (Weick
1979)-they are vulnerable to paradigm peddling and paradigm politics.
Ambiguity sustains the efforts of theorists and therapists to promote their
favorite frameworks,and the process by which interpretationsare developed
makes it relatively easy for conflicts of interest within an organization to
spawn conflicting interpretations.For example, leaders of organizationsare
inclined to accept paradigmsthat attributeorganizationalsuccesses to their
own actions and organizationalfailures to the actions of others or to external
forces, but opposition groups in an organization are likely to have the
converse principle for attributingcausality (Miller & Ross 1975). Similarly,
advocates of a particularpolicy, but not theiropponents,are likely to interpret
failures less as a symptom that the policy is incorrectthan as an indication
that it has not been pursued vigorously enough (Ross & Staw 1986). As a
result, disagreementsover the meaning of history are possible, and different
groups develop alternativestories that interpretthe same experiencequite differently.
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The Ambiguityof Success
Both trial-and-errorlearningand incrementalsearchdependon the evaluation
of outcomes as successes or failures. There is a structuralbias toward
post-decision disappointmentin ordinarydecision-making(Harrison& March
1984), but individualdecisionmakersoften seem to be able to reinterprettheir
objectives or the outcomes in such a way as to make themselves successful
even when the shortfall seems quite large (Staw & Ross 1978).
The process is similar in organizationallearning, particularlywhere the
leadership is stable and the organizationis tightly integrated(Ross & Staw
1986). But where such conditions do not hold, there are often differences
stemming from the political natureof an organization.Goals are ambiguous,
and commitment to them is confounded by their relation to personal and
subgroupobjectives (Moore & Gates 1986). Conflict and decision advocacy
within putativelyrationaldecision processes lead to inflatedexpectationsand
problems of implementation and thus to disappointments (Olsen 1976,
Sproull et al 1978). Different groups in an organizationoften have different
targets and evaluate the same outcome differently. Simple euphoria is constrainedby the presence of individualsand groups who opposed the direction
being pursued, or who at least feel no need to accept responsibility for it
(Brunsson 1985). New organizationalleaders are inclined to define previous
outcomes more negatively than are the leaders who precededthem (Hedberg
1981). As a result, evaluationsof outcomes are likely to be more negative or
more mixed in organizationsthan they are in individuals.
Organizationalsuccess is ordinarily defined in terms of the relation between performance outcomes and targets. Targets, however, change over
time in two ways. First, the indicatorsof success are modified. Accounting
definitions change (Burchell et al 1985); social and policy indicators are
redefined (MacRae 1985). Second, levels of aspirationwith respect to any
particularindicatorchange. The most common assumptionis that a targetis a
function of some kind of moving average of past achievement, the gap
between past achievement and past targets, or the rate of change of either
(Cyert & March 1963, Lant 1987).

SuperstitiousLearning
Superstitiouslearning occurs when the subjective experience of learning is
compelling, but the connections between actions and outcomes are misspecified. Numerousopportunitiesexist for such misunderstandingsin learning from experience in organizations.For example, it is easy for technicians
to develop superstitiousperceptions of a new technology from their experience with it (Barley 1988). Cases of superstitionthat are of particularinterest
to studentsof organizationsare those that stem from special featuresof life in
hierarchicalorganizations. For example, the promotion of managerson the
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basis of performanceproduces self-confidence among top executives that is
partlysuperstitious,leading them to overestimatethe extent to which they can
control the risks their organizationsface (March & Shapira 1987).
Superstitiouslearningoften involves situationsin which subjectiveevaluations of success are insensitive to the actions taken. During very good times,
or when post-outcome euphoria reinterpretsoutcomes positively, or when
targetsare low, only exceptionally inappropriateroutineswill lead an organization to experience failure. In like manner,duringvery bad times, or when
post-outcome pessimism reinterpretsoutcomes negatively, or when targets
are high, no routine will lead to success. Evaluationsthat are insensitive to
actions can also result from adaptive aspirations. Targets that adapt very
rapidlywill be close to the currentperformancelevel. This makesbeing above
or below the target an almost chance event. Very slow adaptation,on the
other hand, is likely to keep an organizationeithersuccessful for long periods
of time or unsuccessful for long periods of time. A similarresult is realized if
targets adaptto the performanceof other organizations.For example, if each
firm in an industrysets its targetequal to the averageperformanceof firms in
that industry, some firms are likely to be persistently above the target and
others persistently below (Levinthal & March 1981, Herriottet al 1985).
Each of these situationsproducessuperstitiouslearning. In an organization
that is invariantlysuccessful, routines that are followed are associated with
success and are reinforced; other routines are inhibited. The organization
becomes committedto a particularset of routines, but the routinesto which it
becomes committed are determinedmore by early (relatively arbitrary)actions than by information gained from the learning situation (Nystrom &
Starbuck 1984). Alternatively, if failure is experienced regardless of the
particularroutine that is used, routines are changed frequentlyin a fruitless
search for some that work. In both cases, the subjectivefeeling of learningis
powerful, but it is misleading.

ORGANIZATIONALMEMORY
Organizationallearningdependson featuresof individualmemories(Hastieet
al 1984, Johnson & Hasher 1987), but our presentconcern is with organizational aspects of memory. Routine-basedconceptions of learning presume
that the lessons of experience are maintainedand accumulatedwithin routines
despite the turnoverof personneland the passage of time. Rules, procedures,
technologies, beliefs, and cultures are conserved through systems of
socialization and control. They are retrievedthroughmechanismsof attention
within a memory structure.Such organizationalinstrumentsnot only record
history but shape its future path, and the details of that path depend significantly on the processes by which the memoryis maintainedand consulted. An
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accountingsystem, whetherviewed as the productof design or the residue of
historical development, affects the recording and creation of history by an
organization (Johnson & Kaplan 1987, R0vik 1987). The ways in which
military routines are changed, maintained, and consulted contributeto the
likelihood and orchestrationof military engagement (Levy 1986).

Recording of Experience
Inferencesdrawnfrom experienceare recordedin documents, accounts, files,
standardoperating procedures, and rule books; in the social and physical
geographyof organizationalstructuresand relationships;in standardsof good
professional practice; in the culture of organizationalstories; and in shared
perceptions of "the way things are done around here." Relatively little is
known about the details by which organizationalexperience is accumulated
into a structureof routines,but it is clearly a process thatyields differentkinds
of routines in different situations and is only partly successful in imposing
internal consistency on organizationalmemories.
Not everything is recorded.The transformationof experience into routines
and the recordingof those routines involve costs. The costs are sensitive to
informationtechnology, and a common observationis thatmoderncomputerbased technology encourages the automation of routines by substantially
reducing the costs of recordingthem. Even so, a good deal of experience is
unrecordedsimply because the costs are too great. Organizationsalso often
make distinctionbetween outcomes thatwill be consideredrelevantfor future
actions and outcomes that will not. The distinction may be implicit, as for
example when comparisons between projected and realized returns from
capital investmentprojectsare ignored(Hagg 1979). It may be explicit, as for
example when exceptions to the rules are declarednot to be precedentsfor the
future. By creating a set of actions that are not precedents, an organization
gives routines both short-term flexibility and long-term stability (Powell
1986).
Organizationsvary in the emphasis placed on formal routines. Craft-based
organizationsrely more heavily on tacit knowledge than do bureaucracies
(Becker 1982). Organizationsfacing complex uncertaintiesrely on informally
sharedunderstandingsmore thando organizationsdealing with simpler, more
stable environments(Ouchi 1980). There is also variation within organizations. Higherlevel managersrely more on ambiguousinformation(relativeto
formal rules) than do lower level managers (Daft & Lengel 1984).
Experientialknowledge, whether in tacit form or in formal rules, is recorded in an organizationalmemory. That memory is orderly, but it exhibits
inconsistencies and ambiguities. Some of the contradictionsare a consequence of inherent complications in maintaining consistency in inferences
drawn sequentially from a changing experience. Some, however, reflect
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differences in experience, the confusions of history, and conflicting interpretationsof that history. These latter inconsistencies are likely to be
organizedinto deviant memories, maintainedby subcultures,subgroups,and
subunits (Martinet al 1985). With a change in the fortunesof the dominant
coalition, the deviant memories become more salient to action (Martin &
Siehl 1983).

Conservation of Experience
Unless the implications of experience can be transferredfrom those who
experiencedit to those who did not, the lessons of history are likely to be lost
throughturnoverof personnel. Writtenrules, oral transitions,and systems of
formal and informalapprenticeshipsimplicitly instructnew individualsin the
lessons of history. Under many circumstances, the transfer of tradition is
relatively straightforwardand organizationalexperience is substantiallyconserved. For example, most police officers are socialized successfully to
actions and beliefs recognizable as acceptablepolice behavior, even in cases
where those actionsand beliefs are substantiallydifferentfrom those thatwere
originally instrumentalin leading an individual to seek the career (Van
Maanen 1973).
Under other circumstances, however, organizational experience is not
conserved. Knowledge disappears from an organization's active memory
(Neustadt& May 1986). Routines are not conserved because of limits on the
time or legitimacy of the socializing agents, as for example in deviant
subgroupsor when the numberof new membersis large (Sproullet al 1978);
because of conflict with other normative orders, as for example with new
organizationmembers who are also members of well-organized professions
(Hall 1968); or because of the weaknesses of organizationalcontrol, as for
example in implementationacross geographic or culturaldistances (Brytting
1986).

Retrieval of Experience
Even within a consistent and accepted set of routines, only part of an
organization's memory is likely to be evoked at a particulartime, or in a
particularpart of the organization.Some parts of organizationalmemory are
more available for retrieval than others. Availability is associated with the
frequency of use of a routine, the recency of its use, and its organizational
proximity. Recently used and frequentlyused routinesare more easily evoked
than those that have been used infrequently.Thus, organizationshave difficulty retrievingrelativelyold, unusedknowledge or skills (Argoteet al 1987).
In cases where routinesare nested within more generalroutines, the repetitive
use of lower level routinestends to make them more accessible than the more
general routine to which they are related (Merton 1940). The effects
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of proximity stem from the ways the accumulationof history is linked to
regularizedresponsibility. The routines that record lessons of experience are
organizedaroundorganizationalresponsibilitiesand are retrievedmore easily
when actions are takenthroughregularchannelsthanwhen they occur outside
those channels (Olsen 1983). At the same time, organizational structures
create advocates for routines. Policies are convertedinto responsibilitiesthat
encourage rule zealotry (Mazmanian& Nienaber 1979).
Availability is also partly a matterof the direct costs of finding and using
what is stored in memory. Particularlywhere there are large numbers of
routinesbearing on relatively specific actions, modem informationtechnology has reduced those costs and made the routinizationof relatively complex
organizationalbehavioreconomically feasible, for example in the preparation
of reportsor presentations,the schedulingof productionor logistical support,
the design of structuresor engineering systems, or the analysis of financial
statements (Smith & Green 1980). Such automation of the recovery of
routines makes retrieval more reliable. Reliability is, however, a mixed
blessing. It standardizesretrieval and thus typically underestimatesthe conflict of interest and ambiguity about preferences in an organization. Expert
systems of the standard type have difficulty capturing the unpredictable
richness, erraticredundancy, and casual validity checking of traditionalretrieval procedures, and they reduce or eliminate the fortuitousexperimentation of unreliableretrieval(Simon 1971, Wildavsky 1983). As a result, they
are likely to make learning more difficult for the organization.

LEARNING FROM THE EXPERIENCEOF OTHERS
Organizationscapturethe experience of otherorganizationsthroughthe transfer of encoded experience in the form of technologies, codes, procedures,or
similar routines (Dutton & Starbuck1978). This diffusion of experience and
routines from other organizationswithin a communityof organizationscomplicates theories of routine-basedlearning. It suggests that understandingthe
relationbetween experientiallearningand routines, strategies,or technologies
in organizationswill requireattentionto organizationalnetworks(HAkansson
1987) as well as to the experience of the individualorganization.At the same
time, it makes the derivationof competitive strategies(e.g. pricing strategies)
more complex than it would otherwise be (Hilke & Nelson 1987).

Mechanismsfor Diffusion
The standardliteratureon the epidemiology of disease or informationdistinguishes three broad processes of diffusion. The first is diffusion involving a
single source broadcasting a disease to a population of potential, but not
necessarily equally vulnerable, victims. Organizationalexamples include
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rules promulgatedby governmentalagencies, tradeassociations, professional
associations, andunions (Scott 1985). The second process is diffusion involving the spreadof a disease throughcontactbetween a memberof the population who is infected and one who is not, sometimesmediatedby a host carrier.
Organizationalexamples include routines diffused by contacts among organizations, by consultants, and by the movementof personnel(Biggart 1977).
The third process is two-stage diffusion involving the spread of a disease
within a small group by contagion and then by broadcastfrom them to the
remainderof a population. Organizationalexamples include routines communicated through formal and informal educational institutions, through
experts, and throughtrade and popularpublications(Heimer 1985a). In the
organizationalliterature, these three processes have been labeled coercive,
mimetic, and normative(DiMaggio & Powell 1983). All three are involved in
a comprehensive system of informationdiffusion (Imai et al 1985).

Dynamics of Diffusion
The possibilities for learningfrom the experienceof others, as well as some of
the difficulties, can be illustratedby looking at the diffusion of innovations
among organizations.We considerhere only some issues that are particularly
importantfor organizationallearning. For more general reviews of the literature, see Rogers & Shoemaker(1971) and Kimberly (1981).
Althoughit is not easy to untanglethe effects of imitationfrom othereffects
that lead to differences in the time of adoption, studies of the spreadof new
technologies among organizations seem to indicate that diffusion through
imitationis less significantthan is variationin the matchbetween the technology and the organization (Mansfield 1968), especially as that match is
discovered and molded throughlearning (Kay 1979). Imitation,on the other
hand, has been credited with contributingsubstantiallyto diffusion of city
manager plans among American cities (Knoke 1982) and multidivisional
organizationalstructuresamong Americanfirms (Fligstein 1985). Studies of
the adoptionof civil service reformby cities in the United States (Tolbert&
Zucker 1983) and of high technology weaponryby air forces (Eyreet al 1987)
both show patternsin which featuresof the matchbetween the proceduresand
the adoptingorganizationsare more significantfor explainingearly adoptions
thanthey are for explaininglaterones, which seem betterinterpretedas due to
imitation. The latter result is also supportedby a study of the adoption of
accounting conventions by firms (Mezias 1987).
The underlying ideas in the literatureon the sociology of institutionalization are less epidemiological than they are functional, but the diffusion of
practices and forms is one of the central mechanisms considered (Zucker
1987). Pressure on organizations to demonstratethat they are acting on
collectively valued purposes in collectively valued ways leads them to copy
ideas and practices from each other. The particularprofessions, policies,
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programs,laws, and public opinion that are createdin the process of producing and marketing goods and services become powerful institutionalized
myths that are adoptedby organizationsto legitimate themselves and ensure
public support (Meyer & Rowan 1977, Zucker 1977). The process diffuses
forms and procedures and thereby tends to diffuse organizational power
structuresas well (Fligstein 1987).
The dynamics of imitationdepend not only on the advantagesthat come to
an organizationas it profits from the experience of others, but also on the
gains or losses that accrue to those organizationsfrom which the routines or
beliefs are drawn(DiMaggio & Powell 1983). In many (but not all) situations
involving considerationsof technical efficiency, diffusion of experience has
negative consequences for organizations that are copied. This situation is
typified by the case of technical secrets, where sharing leads to loss of
competitiveposition. In many (but not all) situationsinvolving considerations
of legitimacy, diffusion of experiencehas positive consequencesfor organizations that are copied. This situation is typified by the case of accounting
practices, where sharing leads to greater legitimacy for all concerned.
The criticalfactorfor the dynamicsis less whetherthe functionalimpetusis
a concern for efficiency or legitimacy than whetherthe feedback effects are
positive or negative (Wiewel & Hunter 1985). Where concerns for technical
efficiency are associated with positive effects of sharing, as for example in
many symbiotic relationswithin an industry,the process will unfold in ways
similar to the process of institutionalization.Where concerns for legitimacy
are associated with negative effects of sharings as for example in cases of
diffusion where mimickingby other organizationsof lower statusreduces the
lead organization's status, the process will unfold in ways similar to the
spread of secrets.

ECOLOGIESOF LEARNING
Organizations are collections of subunits learning in an environment that
consists largely of other collections of learning subunits (Cangelosi & Dill
1965). The ecological structureis a complication in two senses. First, it
complicates learning. Because of the simultaneously adapting behavior of
other organizations, a routine may produce different outcomes at different
times, or differentroutinesmay producethe same outcome at differenttimes.
Second, an ecology of learnerscomplicatesthe systematiccomprehensionand
modeling of learning processes. Environmentschange endogenously, and
even relatively simple conceptions of learning become complex.

Learning in a World of Learners
Ecologies of learning include various types of interactionsamong learners,
but the classical type is a collection of competitors. Competitorsare linked
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partlythroughthe diffusion of experience, and understandinglearningwithin
competitive communities of organizationsinvolves seeing how experience,
particularlysecrets, are shared (Sitkin 1986), and how organizationalactors
come to trustone another,or not (Zucker 1986). Competitorsare also linked
throughthe effects of their actions on each other. One organization'saction is
anotherorganization'soutcome. As a result, even if learningby an individual
organizationwere entirely internaland direct, it could be comprehendedonly
by specifying the competitive structure.
Suppose competitors learn how to allocate resources to alternativetechnologies (strategies, procedures)in a world in which the returnreceived by
each competitor from the several technologies is a joint consequence of the
potentials of the technologies, the changing competences of the several
competitors within the technologies, and the allocations of effort by the
several competitorsamong the technologies (Khandwalla1981). In a situation
of this type, it has been shown thatthereare strongecological effects (Herriott
et al 1985). The learningoutcomes depend on the numberof competitors,the
rates at which they learn from their own experience, the rates at which they
adjust their targets, the extent to which they learn from the experience of
others, and the differences in the potentials of the technologies. There is a
tendency for organizationsto specialize and for fasterlearnersto specialize in
inferior technologies.

Learning to Learn
Learning itself can be viewed as one of the technologies within which
organizationsdevelop competencethroughuse and among which they choose
on the basis of experience. The general (nonecological) expectation is that
learning procedureswill become common when they lead to favorable outcomes and that organizationswill become effective at learningwhen they use
learning routines frequently. The ecological question is whether there are
propertiesof the relations among interactingorganizationsthat lead some of
them to learn to learn and others not to do so.
In competitive situations, small differences in competence at learning will
tend to accumulatethroughthe competency multiplier, driving slower learners to other procedures.If some organizationsare powerful enough to create
their own environments, weaker organizations will learn to adapt to the
dominantones, that is they will learn to learn (Heimer 1985b). By the same
token, powerfulorganizations,by virtueof theirability to ignore competition,
will be less inclined to learn from experience and less competentat doing so
(Engwall 1976). The circumstancesunder which these learning disabilities
produce a disadvantage, ratherthan an advantage, are more complicated to
specify than might appear,but thereis some chance that a powerful organization will become incapable of coping with an environmentthat cannot be
arbitrarilyenacted (Hannan & Freeman 1984).
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LEARNING AS A FORM OF INTELLIGENCE
Organizationallearningfrom experience is not only a useful perspectivefrom
which to describe organizationalchange; it is also an importantinstrumentof
organizational intelligence. The speculation that learning can improve the
performance, and thus the intelligence, of organizations is confirmed by
numerousstudies of learningby doing, by case observations,and by theoretical analyses. Since we have defined learning as a process ratherthan as an
outcome, the observation that learning is beneficial to organizationsis not
empty. It has become commonplace to emphasize learning in the design of
organizations, to argue that some importantimprovementsin organizational
intelligence can be achieved by giving organizations capabilities to learn
quickly and precisely (Starbuck& Dutton 1973, Duncan & Weiss 1979). As
we have seen, however, the complicationsin using organizationallearningas
a form of intelligence are not trivial.
Nor are those problemsdue exclusively to avoidableindividualand organizational inadequacies.Thereare structuraldifficulties in learningfrom experience. The past is not a perfect predictorof the future, and the experimental
designs generated by ordinary life are far from ideal for causal inference
(Brehmer 1980). Making organizationallearningeffective as a tool for comprehendinghistory involves confrontingseveral problems in the structureof
organizationalexperience: (a) The paucity of experience problem:Learning
from experience in organizations is compromised by the fact that nature
provides inadequateexperiencerelativeto the complexities and instabilitiesof
history, particularlywhen the environmentis changing rapidly or involves
many dangers or opportunities each of which is very unlikely. (b) The
redundancyof experienceproblem:Ordinarylearningtends to lead to stability
in routines, to extinguish the experimentationthat is required to make a
learningprocess effective. (c) The complexity of experienceproblem:Organizational environments involve complicated causal systems, as well as interactionsamong learningorganizations.The various partsof the ecology fit
together to produce learning outcomes that are hard to interpret.

Improving the Structureof Experience
The problems of paucity, redundancy,and complexity in experience cannot
be eliminated, but they can be ameliorated.One response to the paucity of
experience is the augmentationof direct experience throughthe diffusion of
routines. Diffusion increases the amountof experience from which an organization draws and reduces vulnerabilityto local optima. However, the sharing
of experience throughdiffusion can lead to remarkablyincomplete or flawed
understandings.For example, if the experiences that are combined are not
independent, the advantagesof sharingare attenuated,and organizationsare
prone to exaggerate the experience base of the encoded information.Indeed,
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partof what each organizationlearnsfrom others is likely to be an echo of its
own previous knowledge (Anderson 1848).
Patience is a virtue. Thereis considerableevidence thatorganizationsoften
change througha sequence of small, frequentchanges and inferences formed
from experience with them (Zald 1970). Since frequentchanges accentuate
the sample size problem by modifying a situation before it can be comprehended,such behavioris likely to lead to randomdriftratherthanimprovement (Lounamaa& March 1987). Reducing the frequency or magnitudeof
change, therefore, is often an aid to comprehension, though the benefits of
added informationabout one situationare purchasedat a cost of reductionin
informationabout others (Levinthal & Yao 1988).
The sample size problem is particularlyacute in learningfrom low probability, high consequenceevents. Not only is the numberof occurrencessmall,
but the organizational,political, and legal significance of the events, if they
occur, often muddies the making of inferences about them with conflict over
formal responsibility, accountability,and liability. One strategyfor moderating the effects of these problemsis to supplementhistoryby creatinghypothetical histories of events that might have occurred(Tamuz 1987). Such histories draw on a richer, less politically polarizedset of interpretations,but they
introduce error inherent in their hypothetical nature.
Difficulties in overcoming the redundancy of experience and assuring
adequatevariety of experience is a familiar theme for students of organizational change (Tushman& Romanelli 1985). Organizationalslack facilitates
unintentionalinnovation(March 1981), and success provides self-confidence
in managers that leads to risk-taking(March & Shapira 1987); but in most
other ways success is the enemy of experimentation(Maidique & Zirger
1985). Thus, concern for increasingexperimentationin organizationsfocuses
attentionon mechanismsthatproducevariationsin the failurerate, preferably
independent of the performance level. One mechanism is noise in the
measurementof performance. Random error or confusion in performance
measurementproduces arbitraryexperiences of failure without a change in
(real) performance (Hedberg & Jbnsson 1978). A second mechanism is
aspirationlevel adjustment.An aspirationlevel that trackspast performance
(but not too closely) produces a failure rate-thus a level of search and risk
taking-that is relatively constantregardlessof the absolutelevel of performance (March 1988).
A second source of experimentationin learning comes from imperfect
routine-maintenance-failures of memory, socialization, or control. Incomplete socialization of new organizationalmembersleads to experimentation, as do errors in execution of routines or failures of implementation
(Pressman& Wildavsky 1973). Although it seems axiomatic that most new
ideas are bad ones (Hall 1976), the ideology of managementand managerial
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experience combine to make managersa source of experimentation.Leaders
are exhorted to introduce change; they are supposed to make a difference
(MacCrimmon& Wehrung 1986). At the same time, individuals who have
been successful in the past are systematicallymore likely to reach top level
positions in organizationsthanare individualswho have not. Theirexperience
gives them an exaggerated confidence in the chances of success from experimentationand risk taking (March & Shapira 1987).
Overcomingthe worst effects of complexity in experienceinvolves improving the experimentaldesign of naturalexperience. In particular,it involves
making large changes ratherthan small ones and avoiding multiple simultaneous changes (Miller & Friesen 1982, Lounamaa& March 1987). From this
point of view, the standardversion of incrementalismwith its emphasis on
frequent, multiple, small changes cannot be, in general, a good learning
strategy, particularlysince it also violates the patience imperativediscussed
above (Starbuck1983). Nor, as we have suggested earlier, is it obvious that
fast, precise learning is guaranteedto produce superiorperformance.Learning that is somewhat slow and somewhat imprecise often provides an advantage (Levinthal & March 1981, Herriottet al 1985).

The Intelligence of Learning
The concept of intelligence is ambiguous when action and learning occur
simultaneously at several nested levels of a system (March 1987). For example, since experimentationoften benefits those who copy successes more
than it does the experimentingorganization,managerialillusions of control,
risk taking, and playful experimentationmay be more intelligent from the
point of view of a communityof organizationsthanfrom the point of view of
organizationsthat experiment. Although legal arrangements,such as patent
laws, attemptto reserve certainbenefits of experimentationto those organizations that incur the costs, these complications seem, in general, not to be
resolved by explicit contracts but through sets of evolved practices that
implicitly balance the concerns of the several levels (March 1981). The issues
involved are closely related to similar issues that arise in variation and
selection models (Holland 1975, Gould 1982).
Even within a single organization,there are severe limitationsto organizational learningas an instrumentof intelligence. Learningdoes not always lead
to intelligent behavior. The same processes that yield experiential wisdom
produce superstitiouslearning, competency traps, and erroneousinferences.
Problems in learning from experience stem partly from inadequacies of
human cognitive habits, partly from features of organization, partly from
characteristics of the structure of experience. There are strategies for
amelioratingsome of those problems,but ordinaryorganizationalpracticesdo
not always generate behavior that conforms to such strategies.
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The pessimism of such a descriptionmust, however, be qualified by two
caveats. First, there is adequate evidence that the lessons of history as
encoded in routines are an importantbasis for the intelligence of organizations. Despite the problems, organizationslearn. Second, learningneeds to be
compared with other serious alternatives, not with an ideal of perfection.
Processes of choice, bargaining, and selection also make mistakes. If we
calibrate the imperfections of learning by the imperfections of its competititors, it is possible to see a role for routine-based, history-dependent,
target-orientedorganizationallearning. To be effective, however, the design
of learningorganizationsmust recognize the difficulties of the process and in
particularthe extent to which intelligence in learning is often frustrated,and
the extent to which the comprehensionof historymay involve slow ratherthan
fast adaptation, imprecise ratherthan precise responses to experience, and
abruptratherthan incrementalchanges.
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